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LEGEND

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

We are an independent private relief
organisation following the Ideals and the spirit
of St. Lazarus. We are united by the tasks of
bringing joy to others, providing disaster relief,
attending handicapped people, and supporting
the homeless. We work solely on a pro bono
basis, coming from all sorts of age and
occupation and different social backgrounds.

We meet elderly people with respect. We accept
them as they are. We are open to all sorts of
people regardless of which nationality, religion,
age, social standing, and background.

We put the quality of human relations above all.
We provide room for development of
self-esteem and human skill.

We continuously respond to new challenges.
Team spirit unites us. There are manifold
chances to develop spiritually and personally.

We guarantee certainty and transparency to all
friends and sponsors for their donations. We
use all resources provided in an appropriate,
competent, economical, and responsible way.

In regard with our mission statement we accept
every person as unique as they are. Our doing
and thinking is guarded by humanly love, trust,
attentiveness, joy, responsibility, strength, and
the  preparedness to do reconciliation.

The main principles of the CSLI are tolerance,
humility, mercy and charity.

Everybody can do something.
Let us TOGETHER provide

new perspectives.

Author:
Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt

As of May 1st, 2014, the CSLI has more than
16.500 members and is represented world-wide
on all continents and in over 75 different countries
by local organisations and groups, delegations, or
individuals.



Remembrance Cross (incl. decree)

The LAZARUS UNION as a registered and
accredited NGO, profile code 632158, is proud
to now announce officially that the LAZARUS
UNION has been awarded "SPECIAL
CONSULTATIVE STATUS" with the United
Nations ECOSOC (Economic and Social
Council). A big honour and distinction for the
LAZARUS UNION but also for all the members
who have made this success possible.

You are able to support this project further with:

This award is available in four levels:

Having been awarded with special consultative status is
not only a new challenge for the LAZARUS UNION to
internationally prove itself but also is a
RESPONSIBILITY to support and back up the goals and
the spirit of the UNITED NATIONS to the best of our
abilities.

"...the LAZARUS UNION stands for international
understanding and peace on earth. It advocates
human and children‘s rights as well as justice and
equal rights and feels obligated to the values of the
United Nations..."

The LAZARUS UNION wants to prove this in word and
deed. Therefore on this occasion of being awarded with
special consultative status in May 2014 the LAZARUS
UNION has donated the "UN-NGO Cross of
Remembrance." The net profit goes to the UNHCR of
the UNITED NATIONS.

LAZARUS UNION - CSLI

IBAN: AT901400010010128981

BIC: BAWAATWW
UN-NGO-cross-5-2014 ENG

The LAZARUS UNION statutes read:

So please help also to make this promotion a success!

Who will be awarded:

This insignia will be awarded to ALL persons and members of the

LAZARUS UNION, who support this project with a donation of EUR

30.- (Ribbon  EUR 4.-)

1. Remembrance Cross on triangel-ribbon
2. Officer´s Cross as breast decoration
3. Grand Officer´s Cross as breast decoration with silver star
4. Grand Cross as breast decoration with gold star

Officer´s Cross (incl. decree)

Grand Officer´s Cross (incl. decree)

Grand Cross (incl. decree)

Shipping costs inside the EU: EUR 15.-, worldwide EUR 25.-

Fabric badge (7,5cm)

This insignia will be awarded to ALL

persons, who support this project

with a donation of EUR 10.-

Pin button (12mm)

Metal badge (4,5cm)

RemembranceRibbons

The
LAZARUS UNION
and the
UNITED NATIONS

Donation account (Codeword UN-NGO Cross)

Grand Cross

This insignia will be awarded to ALL

persons, who support this project

with a donation of EUR 8.-

This insignia will be awarded to ALL

persons, who support this project

with a donation of EUR 15.- (You can

wear it on the uniform and the barrett

too.)

This insignia will only be awarded to members of the LAZARUS

UNION from the rank of Staff Officer CSLI onwards, who support this

project with a donation of EUR 40.- (Ribbon pus in EUR 5.-)

This insignia will only be awarded to members of the LAZARUS

UNION from the rank of General CSLI onwards and functionaries,

who support this project with a donation of EUR 50.- (Ribbon plus pin

This insignia will be awarded to ALL persons and member of the

LAZARUS UNION up to the rank of General Officer CSLI, board and

excecutive members, who support this project with a donation of EUR

60.- (Ribbon plus pin EUR 8.-)


